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blockchain technologies.
Founding EEA Board Member Jeremy Millar will be speaking
days of world-class content from leading brands embracing and developing cutting-edge
together 6,000+ dedicated blockchain industry attendees across key industries for two

The next stop for the topportunities and practical solutions blockchain create.

have a meeting room throughout the event for folks who would like to meet EEA’s new
at 9:45 am, followed by a workshop and Q&A where multiple companies will join for a
presented by CoinDesk,

workshop on the future of Enterprise

Resnick will be facilitating an interactive
activations, where industry leaders can interact with the Ethereum community and share
fellow thought leaders for a panel discussion.

day two during the
growth, gain stakeholders, members and constituencies, and inspire innovative methods,
leadership to help chief executives lead in the digital age, cut through the clutter, drive

Entering its 18th year,

spoke with TelecomTalk TV to share more about the EEA, our work and the industry.

This year's

around the globe.
VIMANA’s Evgeni Borisov is the chairman of the Blockchain Airspace
will help to accelerate the expansion of EEA's
to the EEA's newly created position of Head of

The stack is available to the public as a free
accelerate the adoption of Enterprise Ethereum and gives businesses and developers a
development, we released the first Enterprise Ethereum Architecture Stack. This stack

The Enterprise Ethereum Alliance connects Fortune 500 enterprises, startups,

organizations and agencies in the US, non-government organizations and government and regulatory
institutions, non-government organizations and government and regulatory

Research and Education User Work Group,

Group

Off-Chain Storage/Services User Work Group, formerly the Oracles User Work

AI and Blockchain User Work Group

and finalization of the Quorum specifications.
The Quorum User Work Group’s

the Quorum TestNet to validate HC Use Cases and review of issues from

SMEs who research, explore and champion the synergies of Artificial

Ethereum Architecture Stack that will serve as the basis for the text. The layers

-